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 58), the column being formed of two parts, one movable inside the other
so that it may be raised or lowered at will. It may be rendered perfectly
vertical by means of a screw, the point of which forms one of the three feet
of the base of the column. The latter carries at the top a support furnished
with a double inclined steel plane on which rests, by means of a knife-edge,
a beam with unequal arms. The shorter arm is the thicker and heavier
and terminates in a cylindrical swelling provided with a point which, when
the beam is in equilibrium, corresponds exactly with another point fixed
to the stand. At the end of the longer and lighter arm is a hook to which
can be, hung, by means of a fine platinum wire, a cylindrical glass float
usually containing a thermometer ; this arm is divided, between the point
of support and the point at which the float is suspended, into ten equal
parts, marked  by notches.
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of the different parts of the
apparatus are so regulated
that, when the column is
absolutely vertical and the
float attached to the hook,
the beam is in equilibrium.
To make the column verti-
cal, use is made of the screw
which forms one of the feet
and should be in the same
plane as the beam, as shown
in the figure.
fig. 58
If now the float is im-
mersed in a liquid, the
equilibrium is disturbed,
and to re-establish it a
series of riders the weights
of which are in the pro-
portions 1000, 100, 10 and i, are placed at the proper positions on the
graduated arm. One of the weights of the first of these magnitudes is
equal to the weight of distilled water at 15° C.1 displaced by the float, so
that, when attached at the end of the arm, it will restore equilibrium when
the float is immersed in water at this temperature. When a liquid other
than water is used, equilibrium is re-established by placing the different
weights, beginning with the heaviest, at different positions on the beam ;
with a liquid heavier than water (i.e,, with sp, gr. between i and 2), one
of the weights of the first magnitude is always placed at the end of the arm.
, If equilibrium is attained when the weights of the four magnitudes occupy
respectively the eighth, ninth, fifth and eighth divisions of the beam, the specific
gravity of the liquid at i5°/i5° wil1 be 0-8958. If two weights of the first mag-
nitude are placed one at the end and the other at the second division,.and one
1 Westphal balances are sometimes graduated at other normal temperatures/ e.g.,
'!7-5° or 20°, according to the purposes for which they a£e intended.

